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NONLINEAR BETATRON OSCILLATIONStt
w. P. LYSENKO
Physics Department, Yale University, New Haven, Connecticut, USA
An analytic study is made of single particle motion in two dimensions for a nearly linear, nearly periodic system
by considering a set of perturbed Hill's equations. It is shown how the Krylov-Bogoliubov averaging method can
be applied to a nearly periodic system which may be near resonances to all orders in the perturbation parameter.
The particular case of a single resonance in the first approximation is treated in detail. The fourth order system of
differential equations is reduced to a second order system which describes the amplitude behavior for either the
sum or the corresponding difference resonance. Approximate solutions are obtained for the betatron amplitude
as a function of the independent variable for the cases in which the operating point is fixed, moves parallel to a
resonance line, crosses a resonance line, or passes close by a resonance line. As a practical example, the particle
losses in a storage ring due to an arbitrary nonlinear resonance are calculated in terms of the error fields.
(1.1)
1. INTRODUCTION
We will consider in this paper single-particle
motion in two dimensions for a nearly linear,
nearly periodic system such as an accelerator or a
storage ring. The mathematical problem involves
the solution of a set of perturbed Hill's equations
d
2
X i (e) ( " IJde2 +Ki Xi = eFi X 1,X2 ;X 1 'X2 ;0)
i = 1,2
where the K i andFi are, in general, nearly periodic
in e and where e is a small parameter describing
the strength of the nonlinearity. We will be dis-
cussing betatron oscillations so that the coordinates
x i will refer to the transverse displacement of the
particle from some reference curve. The set of
equations (1.1) can represent many other types of
nonlinear oscillations and our results will be
applicable. Furthermore, the case of more than
two dimensions can be treated by the same<methods
that will be presented here.
The theory of Courant and Snyder l considered
the problem of stability in the linear, periodic case.
This work was motivated by the discovery2 of the
alternating gradient principle by these authors
along with Livingston and independently by
Christofilos. 3 To a large extent the Courant-
t Research (Yale Report COO-3075-32) supported by the
U.S. Atomic Energy Commission under contract AT(ll-l)
3075.
t This paper is based on a dissertation presented for the
degree of Doctor of Philosophy in Yale University (1972).
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Snyder theory is an extension of the simple
linearized azimuthal symmetry situation to include
a periodic variation of the focusing forces.
Our purpose here is to extend the consideration
of stability of betatron motion to the nonlinear,
nonperiodic situation. We will do this with a
greater emphasis on the nonperiodic aspect of the
problem than was present in the previous works
such as those of Sturrock4 or Hagedorn and
Schoch. 5 ,6 Also, we will consider the definition of
stability in its weakest sense: That large (not
necessarily infinite) relative changes in the betatron
amplitudes from their initial values are considered
unstable. Thus difference resonances will not, as
usually is done, be assumed stable and therefore
will be investigated. In fact, the methods to be
presented are better suited for difference rather
than sum resonances.
In this paper we will first look at the nonlinear,
nonperiodic problem in as general a way as possible
Then we will attempt to produce useful formulas
for the betatron oscillation amplitudes in terms of
simple known functions of time (approximate
analytic solutions). Specifically, the plan is as
follows. The equations of motion in two dimensions
will be presented and transformed to action-angle
variables of the linearized system. Asymptotic per-
turbation theory will be discussed and a particular
form, the Krylov-Bogoliubov averaging method,
will be studied in detail. Although this form of
perturbation theory has been widely used, its
validity has only recently been demonstrated to all
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2. EQUATIONS OF MOTION FOR TWO
DIMENSIONS
For a circular machine with static fields the depen-
dence of H on s will be periodic provided we choose
the reference curve to be closed.. For a linear
machine the motion can often be represented by a
periodic structure with parameters that vary slowly
in time. We can consider the effect of acceleration
2.1. General Equations and Linearized Solution
We will use the standard formulation of the two
dimensional problem7 in which the arc length s
along a reference curve assumes the role of in-
dependent variable. The two transverse coordinates
are x and z. If there is no explicit time dependence
of the electromagnetic fields then the time t is a
cyclic (ignorable) dynamic variable and the Hamil-
tonian is that of a two degree of freedom system
orders in the perturbation parameter. We will show
how this method can be applied to our problem,
overcoming the difficulties of nonperiodicity and
resonance. Then we ,,,ill specialize our discussion
to the first approximation and derive the approxi-
mate Hamiltonian for the resonant case (only at
resonance does a small nonlinearity produce signi-
ficant effects on the motion). The resulting equa-
tions of motion will be transformed to a simpler
form. The amplitude will be expressed in terms of a
certain phase function producing an expression
which is valid for either the sum or corresponding
difference resonance. Finally, after making a
certain approximation, the actual solutions are
presented. What is calculated is the variation in
the betatron amplitudes as the betatron frequencies
are varied throughout the course of the motion in
various ways. An application of these results is
then presented: The number of particles lost to
betatron resonances induced by field errors is cal-
culated for an arbitrary resonance.
A note on the terminology and notation:
'Static' means parameters fixed in time, hence a
periodic system. 'Dynamic' means parameters (in
particular, the period) varying, hence a nonperiodic
system. Multidimensional quantities without sub-
scripts will refer to the whole set of quantities as,
for example, x =(Xl'XZ).
(2.6)
which breaks the periodicity of the Hamiltonian
(2.1) without reintroducing a third degree of
freedom by requiring this Hamiltonian to depend
on parameters that are slowly varying functions of
the independent variable.
Let us further specify our coordinate system by
choosing the reference curve (closed for a circular
machine) such that in the Hamiltonian terms of
first degree in the variables vanish. This is the
usual definition of the equilibrium orbit. We
will also require that the quadratic part of the
Hamiltonian be made diagonal (by a rotation in
x,Px, z,Pz space). Let us finally also transform the
scale of the independent variable by introducing the
generalized azimuthal angle 8
s
8 = 2n- (2.2)Lo
where Lo is the period of the system. When we
speak of 'azimuthal symmetry' we will mean the
Hamiltonian contains no explicit dependence on ()
(or s) and need not correspond to a circular
machine. \
The Hamiltonian in the variables Xl'XZ;Pl,PZ;e
will be written as
H;. (x 1 ,XZ;Pl,Pz;8) = H;.(O)+eH;.(l) (2.3)
where
P Zp
z XZ X Z
H (0) = _1+~+K (8)_1 +K (8)~. (2.4);. 2 2 1;' 2 Z;. 2
In the above K 1 , K z , and H(l) are periodic in 8
with period 2n. The Hamiltonian of the linearized
motion is H(O) and eH(l) is a nonlinear perturbation
whose strength is determined by the small para-
meter e. The subscripts A, which will soon be
dropped, refer to dependence on one or more para-
meters A(8) = (A1(8),Az(8), ...) which are slowly
varying functions of 8.
Before attacking the full problem let us study
the periodic linearized case, that is, the case for
which e = 0 and A(8) = const. The Hamiltonian
then yields an uncoupled set ,of equations of motion
with periodic coefficients known as Hill's equations
xk" +Kk(8)xk = 0, k = 1,2. (2.5)
It is a consequence of Floquet's theoremS,g that
solutions to (2.5) can be written as
- 1 -r (8) ivkO+Xk - 2 akJ k e c.c.
(2.1)H = H(x,z;px,Pz; s).
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The functions h are periodic with period 2n and
are called Floquet functions. The ak and Vk are
constants where the latter will be restricted to real
nonintegral values so that the system is stable in
the linear approximation. We call Vk the betatron
frequencies. We can w~ite (2.6) in real form as
Xk = AklikefJ) Icos(VkfJ + cP k(fJ) +ak) (2.7)
where
(2.8)
If we substitute (2.6) into the linearized equations
of motion (2.5) we see that the equations will be
satisfied whenever we have
Following the standard procedure as outlined in
Appendix A, we obtain from the above the trans-
formation equations for x,p ---+ a,I:
(
2Ik)1/2Xk = Vk Ih ICOS(VkO+<Pk+ak) (2.14a)
b =C~)1/2 11k I(<Pk' + Vk) sinevkO + <Pk + ak)
+C~)1/2 11k I ' COS(VkO+ <Pk + Ok).) (2.14b)
The Hamiltonian in the x,p variables in the form
(2.3) will be transformed to the following
H(a,~,fJ) = H(1)(x(a,I,fJ), p(a,I,fJ),fJ) (2.15)
2.2. Transformation to a,I Variables
In order to solve the general nonlinear problem
we must transform our variables in a manner
suitable for perturbation theory. We will make two
successive canonical transformations.
X1,X2;Pl,P2 ---+ Ql,Q2;I1,Iz ---+ a1,az ;I1,I2. (2.11)
These are effected by the following generating
functions
S1(X,Q,O) = kt[21~12 COt(Qk+ <Pk) +~1'1 ]x/,
(2.12)
cPk" Ih I+2(Vk + cPk') Ih I' = 0 (2.9a)
-(Vk+cPk,)21Ik 1+ Ilk I"+KkIlk 1= O. (2.9b)
The second of these gives the relation between the
periodic functions Kk(fJ) appearing in Hill's equa-
tions and the Floquet functions. The first relation
may be integrated to give
(Vk+cPk') Ifk 1 2 = Vk (2.10)
in which the integration constant on the right hand
side is chosen to be the appropriate betatron
frequency. This normalizes the Floquet functions. 10
Note that for azimutlial symmetry we have
h(fJ) = 1.
Thus all our expressions will agree with harmonic
oscillator results simply by dropping the Ifk I and
cPk from the more general expressions.
(2.16)
(2.18)
and the equations of motion in the a,I variables
will be
dak aH(l)





The procedure in working with the a,I variables is
therefore the following: The Hamiltonian in the
new variables is obtained by taking just the non-
linear perturbation eH(l) and writing it in terms of
a,Iby means of the transformation equations (2.14).
If there is no nonlinearity, e = 0, then the
variables a and I are constant in (). This holds true
even if the parameters are slowly varying. The I
are, in fact, the usual adiabatic invariants for the
linear system defined by the action integrals
~~kdXk = _1J.lkdak = Ik (2.17)2n1 2n'J
where the integration is over the finite motion
consistent with a fixed value of the Hamiltonian.
Comparing (2.14a) with (2.7) gives the adiabatic
invariants in terms of the familiar amplitude
variables A.
The fact that the product of the frequency with the
square of the amplitude remains unchanged as the
frequency is slowly changed is well known for the
case of the harmonic oscillator. Preserving this
(2.13)
2
S2(Q,I,(}) = L (Qk- vk(}-nj2) I k·
k=l
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3. ASYMPTOTIC PERTURBATION THEORY
form (2.18) in the more general nonperiodic case
is the reason for the particular normalization (2.10)
chosen for the Floquet functions.
may not exist. Hence, for a fixed e > 0, the error
in describing a function by its asymptotic repre-
sentation may increase without limit as higher






uniformly on °~ T ~ L.
order approximations are not necessarily better
than those of lower order and the best approxima-
tion results from a certain finite, and usually
unknown, order.
For an approximate solution to a differential
equation to be useful it is not enough that it be
simply an asymptotic representation of the true
solution. As the error decreases as e~ 0, the effect
of the perturbation itself decreases also. We would
like the error to approach zero faster than the size
of the effect of the perturbation. Since the perturbed
solution departs signific~ntly from the unperturbed
solution by the time 0 satisfies eO =L for some
finite L > 0, we would like an approximation
zN(O,e) to the true solution z(O,e) having the
property that given L > 0 and C > 0, there exists
an eo > °such that for e < eo we have
An approximation having this property will be
said to be an Nth order asymptotic representation
uniformly valid on the interval °~ 0 ~L/e for the
above statement can also be expressed as
lim Iz(Tfe,e)-zN(Tfe,e) I = 0 (3.4)
E~O eN
3.2. The Averaging Method
We will now describe an asymptotic perturbation
technique, having the desired properties outlined
above, which was introduced by Krylov and
Bogoliubov.11 Their procedure, called the avera-
ging method, was expanded upon in the book by
Bogoliubov and Mitropolsky12 and has sub-
sequently been refined and put on a rigorous basis
by several authors. We will use the statement of
the method due to Perko.13 We must point out
that the averaging method has been widely used in
accelerator physics and elsewhere, especially in the
first approximation. But only in the more recent
works13 ,14 has the method been stated for all
orders and limits to its validity fully worked out~
To use the averaging method, the equations -of
motion must be in the form
(3.1)
(3.2)
1· IF(e)-FN(e) I - °1m N -.
E~O e
If F(e) is a multidimensioned function then the
absolute value sign above is to be regarded as a
norm. It is clear that asymptotic representations
are not unique. And, as is often pointed out,
asymptotic representations may be, and usually
are, divergent. That is, the limit
3.1. General Remarks
The equations of motion (2.16) are in such a
form that the dependent variables a and I are
constant in 0 for a vanishing value of the pertur-
bation parameter e. We wish to find approximate
solutions for small but nonzero values of e. The
most successful way to deal with such problems is
to use asymptotic perturbation theory which pro-
duces approximations that are asymptotic repre-
sentations of the exact solution to any desired
order in e. Such an approach is useful in those
cases for which e is so small that a and I undergo
little change over an interval in 0 comparable to
the betatron oscillation periods 2n/vk. We can
produce approximate solutions as accurate as
desired provided e is small enough. This does not
tell us, however, what the error will be for a given
value of e. A convergent perturbation theory
produces, in contrast, approximations as accurate
as desired for a fixed range of e values provided a
high enough order approximation is taken. The
advantage of the asymptotic method in our case is
that low order approximations, even the first order,
provide good results.
We will use the following definition. A function
Fn(e) is said to be an Nth order asymptotic repre-
sentation of the function F(e) if we have
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n-l
xN(tJ,e) = YN(tJ,e) + I ejePj(tJ'YN(tJ,e)) (3.7)
j=l
This represents a set of n coupled first order
differential equations where x = (Xl,X2' ... xn) and
f = (fl,!2, · . ·In) are n-dimensional quantities.
The Nth order averaging approximation is given
for N'2 1 by
The order symbol 0 used above is defined by
. fee)fee) =O(g(e))+---* hm - = c, Ic 1< 00. (3.10)E~og(e)




84»(8,y)/08 = Fj(tJ,y)- Yj(y), <1>~I(()'Y) = O.
The angular brackets sign~fy an average over the
independent variable (), i.e.
(g(O,x) = lim ~rTg(O,x)dO. (3.12)T~oo TJo
dy = Y1(y),y(O) = eo (3.15)d-r
which remains in G for 0 ~ -r ~ L, then for a small
enough e the original equation (3.5) has a unique
solution x(tJ,e) in G for 0 :::;; tJ :::;; Lie for which the
Nth order averaging approximation xN(tJ,e) is an
(N-1)th order asymptotic representation uniformly
valid on 0 :::;; tJ ~ L/e.
The above is essentially a statement of Theorem
5 of Perko.13 Quite general conditions on the
f(tJ,x) were shown by Zabreiko and Ledovskaja.14
They state that f(tJ,x) defined on 0 :::;; -r ~ 00 with
xeG must satisfy the following:
(a) f(tJ,x) and derivatives to order N -1 are
bounded
(b) 4>ltJ, =x), i= 1,2, .. .N-l are bounded
(c) <FNCtJ,x) exists.
Perko pointed out that it would be desirable to
state the requirements on f(tJ,x) without referring
to the quantities 4>i(tJ,X) which may be difficult to
calculate. Such a set of conditions, more restrictive
than the above, is the following:
(a/) f(tJ,x) has N continuous derivatives with
respect to x
(b/) f(8,x) is real analytic and quasiperiodic in 8.
This means it can be expressed as a function
F
The derivative Dy k appearing above is defined by
Dx".f(x)g 1 • • . gk =
f. ok/ex) g <i1) g (h) (3.14)
h,j2' ... jk=l ox(1 ) •• • 0XUk) 1 • •• k
in which the superscripts in parentheses are com-
ponent indices of n-dimensional vectors.
The utility of the averaging method may be
stated by the following theorem.
Theorem. Assume f(tJ,x) satisfies conditions to be
later stated. If given some L > 0, N'2 1, G a
convex region in En, ~o in G and there exists a
solution to
f(tJ,x) = F(w 1tJ,W2 tJ, ... wmtJ;x) (3.16)
which is 2n-periodic in the first m variables. Thus
f(8,x) can be written as a Fourier series




where YN(tJ,e) is the solution to the system
dy = eY1(y)+e2yz{y)+ ... +eNyN(y)
dtJ
y(O,e) = "IN(e). (3.8)
Note that the right hand side of this equation does
not contain the independent variable. This equa-
tion is easier to solve than the original equation
(3.5). This is the reason the averaging method is
useful in a practical sense. The initial condition
'1N(e) for the new equation is defined implicitly by
N-l
11N(e) = ~o - L ej¢J(O,11N) +O(eN). (3.9)
j=l
The functions Fj((),y) are given by
F 1CtJ,y) =f((),y)
Fj((),y) =
j-l[ 1L - Dkyf(tJ,y). 4:_. 4>it··· ePik(tJ,y)
k=l k 11+ ••• 1k-J-l
- DycPk(O,y) Yj-ly)],j = 2,3, ... N. (3.13)
P.A. A2
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where the frequencies Ak are combinations of the
basic frequencies OJ = (OJ1,OJ2, . .. OJm)
Ak = (k,OJ) = k 1OJ 1+k2OJ2+ ... +kmOJm
(3.18)
The sum in (3.17) extends over all vectors k =
(k 1,k2 , ••• k m) with integer components.
(c') f(O,x) satisfies a nonresonance condition, an




i = 1,2, ... n
dXn+ 1d9=e.
so that the equations of motion become
dx·
dO' =ej;(O ;X1,X2,· • • Xn;Xn+ 1)
Thus a system depending on slowly varying para-
meters will satisfy the requirements of the averaging
method provided it does so whenever the para-
meters are fixed and that f is also N-times con-
tinuously differentiable with respect to the new
variable X n + 1 = eO.
It is well known that if the basic frequencies of a
system are rationally d~pendent, or nearly so, then
the behavior of the system is markedly different
from that in which such a condition is not satisfied.
In order to preserve this rationality or resonance
condition in the asymptotic limit e~ 0 we must
make one or more of the basic frequencies func-
tions of e. It is useful to make them functions of eO
also in order to consider the slow variation of the
frequencies throughout the course of the motion.
Thus we require
and consequently
Ak = k 1OJ1+ .. .kmOJm= Ak(e,eO). (3.23b)
In order to consider a resonance, characterized by
the set of integers k, we will require that the
resonant combination of frequencies A~ be O(e)
when eO is held fixed. Let us consider
dx.
d




dXn + 1~ =e. (3.25)
Now if all the A k are either of this form or inde-
pendent of e, the basic system of equations can be
written as
If the right hand sides of the above system have N
continuous derivatives with respect to x, then
(3.19)
(3.20)
(3.21)~n+ 1(0) = eO
a (x) iAkO
Di ~ (Ox)=Di ~ k e
x'f'1 , xL.Ak=:f;O 1 k
[ II Dia(x)IIJ1/Zlim sup L max __k_ < 11--:"00 Ikl =1 xEr (OJ,k)
for j = 0,1 ... N and each compact reG.
The reason condition (c') is imposed is to ensure
the existence of the quantities 4>lO,x) and Ylx)
and N - i +1 of their derivatives with respect to x,
a condition necessary for the averaging approxi-
mation to make sense. To see this consider
f ( L D/ak(X))
1= 1 Ik I = 1 i(k, OJ) •
Condition (3.19) ensures the uniform convergence
on r of the infinite series and thus that 4>1 is
N-times continuously differentiable with respect to
x. Together with the fact that Y1 = <f> is also
N-times continuously differentiable, the desired
result can be proved by induction for 4>i and Yi,
i = 2,3 .. . N.
3.3. Applying the Averaging Method
The averaging method as stated above cannot
be directly applied to our problem. The difficulty
is that slowly varying parameters and resonances
are excluded.
In order that the rate of change of parameters
remain small in the asymptotic limit e~ 0 this
rate must be of the same order as the perturbation
parameter e. We can study such a situation by
requiring the right hand sides of the equations of
motion (3.5) to also depend on the quantity eO.
But this destroys the quasiperiodicity of these
functions in O. We can overcome this difficulty by
the common procedure of introducing an (n+ l)th
dependent variable.
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requirenlents (a') and (b') are satisfied. If also, as is
usually assumed in physical problems, the function
f«(),x) can be accurately represented by a finite
series then condition (c') is trivially satisfied. Thus
if we write the resonant combination of frequencies
in the form (3.24) the method will work to all
orders N for most cases.
If we require that the basic frequencies be of the
form (3.23) then some of the frequency combina-
tions may be of the form
(3.26)
resulting from this averaged Hamiltonian are the
desired approximate equations. Thus for an n-
dimensional system we have only to average one
expression rather than 2n of them.
If we have a noncanonical system, that is, one
not derivable from a Hamiltonian, then we must
apply the averaging method directly on the equa-
tions of motion
Xl" +Kl(B)x l = eFl(xl,X2;Xl',X2';B) (3.28)
x2" +K2«())X2 = eF2(x l ,X2;Xl ',X2';())
(3.27)
4. THE FIRST APPROXIMATION FOR THE
RESONANCE CASE
In these equations, the perturbations Fi must be
expressed in terms of a,I according to (2.14)
where, again, we regard the Pi as x/.
We 'will now specialize our discussion to consider
an important situation: the first order approxima-
tion to a nonlinear resonance in the case that only
a single resonance predominates. Let us expand
the nonlinear perturbation eH(1)(x,p,() in a power
series in x and p and a Fourier series in ():
(4.2)
(4.1)
The Hamiltonian in the a,I variables is given by
transforming the above according to (2.14). When
the transformation is carried out and the result
averaged over Bwe obtain
<H(a,I,())) = L 8ijmnl
ijmnl
(
2Il )(i+ j)/2 (2I2)(m+n)/2
x - <Eijml (0).
VI V2




Such a system may be transformed to variables
appropriate to the averaging method by the trans-
formation Xl ,X2;Xl ',X2' ~ al ,a2;Il ,I2 defined by
(2.14) in which we regard the momenta Pi as x/.




dai _ _ -1/2dB - e(2ViIi) F i I.A ICOs(Vi()+ai+¢i)·
da· a
-" =e - <H(I»
d() ali .
dI. a
-" = -8- <H(I».
d() aai
We have only to average the Hamiltonian eH(I)
with respect to () and then Hamilton's equations
(ak(X)iexp(iAk (NR) (xn + l)())
on the right hand side of the system (3.25). We
cannot apply Perko's conditions in such a circum-
stance but by working out the first approximation
we see that conditions (a), (b), and (c) are satisfied
provided Ak(NR) is differentiable but that condition
(c) is violated for N > 1. Thus this situation can
be studied only in the first appr9ximation.
As was pointed out previously, higher order
approximations are not necessarily more accurate
than lower order approximations. Because of this
and the fact that high order approximations are
difficult to obtain, it is reasonable to consider only
the lowest order approximation whose contribution
to the unperturbed solution does not vanish. For
example, the first approximation produces a non-
trivial solution in the resonance case. Thus while
it may pay to consider the second order approxi-
mation in the nonresonance case, to do so in the
resonance case would be advisable only if special
features of the solution, such as higher order
Fourier components, are being sought.
Let us consider the canonical nature of the
problem. If we apply the first approximation to the
equations of motion (2.16) we obtain the averaged
equations
These nonresonant combinations will introduce
terms like
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reference (initial) point
With the given generating function and value of p"
the transformation equations are
The function EijmnZ(O) is a quasiperiodic function
with basic frequencies Vl, V2, and unity and
depends on the Floquet functions and the phases
a1 and a2' The average <Eijmnz) will consist of two
types of terms. The first will be nonresonant terms
which do not depend on the values of the fre-
quencies V1 and V2 • The second type of term will
contain resonant combinations of frequencies
n1 Vl +n2 V2 - k which should be written in the form
(3.24). We will write the averaged Hamiltonian
(4.2) as a sum of these two types of terms
8<H(1» = <H)Res+<H)N.R.. (4.3)
If the Floquet functions do not depart too much





211 _ n2(1_~ Y)ll (0)
nl nl n2








(211)2 (212)2 (211)(212)(H)N.R. = d1 v;- +dz ~ +d3 V; ;;
where
If we transform the Hamiltonian given by (4.3) and
(4.4) to these new variables we obtain
H(t/f,D,O) = eDN1(1- D)N2 cos t/f
+rxD+C2D2/2 (4.11)
where
t/f = (nl Vl +n2 V2 -k)e+nla1 +n2a2+ £5,
N l = In1 1 /2, N 2 = In2 1 /2. (4.5) The three parameters appearing above are
in which y is the ratio of the two amplitudes at a
For now, we restrict ourselves to a coupling
resonance nln2 =I:- O. We will take the quantity
Jl = [ljI,D]a,I to be
We see that the new Hamiltonian (4.11) is that of
a one degree of freedom system. We have reduced
the fourth order system for al ,a2 ,ll ,12 to a second
order system for t/f,D by a singular transformation
in which some phase information is lost. (If the
equations of motion are solved, the functions
al(e) and a2ce) are not determined, just the com-
bination t/J(e).) Also note that this procedure makes




S(al ,a2;D,p) = [(nl v1 +n2v2-k)e+nlal
+n2a2+£5]D- n2a2'
In the above, £5 is a constant and 8 1, d1, d2 , and d3
are parameters proportional to the original per-
turbation parameter 8 defined by (4.3). The fourth
order system of equations deriving from the
Hamiltonian (4.4) can be effectively reduced to a
second order system. To see this, consider the
canonical transformation
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Equation (4.10b) shows the well-known relation
between the two amplitudes. The new amplitude
D is simply proportional to the amplitude 11•
When D(O) is known, then both 11(0) and Iz(O)
are known because of relation (4.10b). This
behavior is shown in Fig. 1 .for both a sum













assume values in the range 0 < D < 1 in the case
of a difference resonance. For a sum resonance
we have 1 < D < 00 if '}' < nZ/nl and - 00 < D < 0
if l' > nZ/nl' We have but one equation (and
therefore solution) for both the sum and difference
resonances In1 IVl ± Inzl Vz - k = 0; only the initial
conditions and parameters are different. Note that
the parameter B may be imaginary for some sum
resonances.
We can integrate (4.14a) to get the relation
Fn,•n2(D(O))- Fn,.n2(DCO)) =f:dO'e sin l{JCO'). (4.15)
The function F(D) which depends only on the





FIG. 1. Near resonance, the amplitudes II and 12
move along the solid lines. The initial point is at the
intersection of the solid and dashed lines.
The two amplitudes 11 and /z vary throughout the
course of the motion in such ,a manner that they
stay on the solid straight lines shown in Fig. 1.
This demonstrates the well-known fact that
motion is always bounded for the difference
resonance case but may become unbounded in
the case of a sum resonance.
The equations of motion deriving from the
Hamiltonian (4.11) are
dD = eDN'(1-D)N2 sin l{J (4.14a)
de
dtfJ B
de =a+"2[ln11 (I-D)-lnz I DJ
(4. 14b)
Because of the particular value of fl chosen pre-
viously, the normalization of D is such that D will
This is an elementary integral and can be evaluated
for all possible values ofnl and nz. For the lower
order resonances the inverse of this function, F -1 ,
can also be determined. In such cases we can write
the amplitude D as an explicit function of 0 in
the form
D(O) = Fn,.n2 -1 [f:dO'e sin l{J(O') + Fn,n,(D(O))J
(4.17)
The function F and its inverse F- 1 are tabulated
for several nonlinear coupling resonances in
Table I. By definition (4.16) we see that
(4.18)
TABLE I
The function F and its inverse for several nonlinear coupling
resonances nl VI +n2 V2 -k = 0
InIl In21 Fn1 •n2(X) Fnl 'n2 -leX)
X 1 / 2 +1 (Hexy2 In x 1 / 2-I I-eX
(1-x)1/2-I (Hexy2 In (l-x)1/2+ I 1- -I-eX
3 2(_2)'/2 [HGYT'I-xC-X )1/2 l-[HGfT'3 -2 - x
-x (I-e-X)-l2 2 In-I-x
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w~ will obtain the same equations of motion (4.14)
wIth nz = o. Only the normalization for D
S = [(nivi-k)e+niai +£5] D+ni yaz (4.19)
and with
5. APPROXIMATE SOLUTIONS
This expression, substituted into (4.17), will then
complete the problem. In order that the require-
ments of perturbation theory be satisfied and our
result useful, the resonant combination of
5.1. The Basic Approximation
The equations of motion (4.14) in the ljJ,D
variables describe a system near the n i Vi +nzvz -
k = 0 resonance. This resonance will be denoted by
(nl,n2,k) or simply (nl,n2) whenever the value of k
is not important (k does not enter in the equations,
it only denotes the Fourier component contri-
buting to the perturbation). The parameter rt will
be called the detuning as it describes how far the
system is from exact resonance. The detuning
contains a contribution C1 from the nonresonant
terms in the averaged Hamiltonian (4.4). These
nonresonant terms also provide a nonlinear fre-
quency shift described by c2 • (Actually, Cl con-
stitutes a nonlinear frequency shift in the fourth
order system a1,a2,I1 ,Iz but it appears as a linear
shift in the second order system ljJ,D. A nonlinear
frequency shift is an effect that changes the fre-
quency of the oscillation according to the value of
the amplitude.) The parameter 8 describes the
strength of the nonlinear resonant perturbation.
It is normalized to depend on the initial values of
11 and 12 so that a small value of 8 means either
that the perturbation 81 is small or that small
initial amplitudes are involved. All three parameters
8, rt, and C2 will depend on e, even if the un-
normalized perturbation parameter 8 1 is fixed, if
the betatron frequencies vary with e. We will
classify the various cases to be studied by the
manner in which the detuning rt varies with e.
In order to obtain the solution D(e) by means
of equation (4.17) we will have to obtain an
approximate expression for the phase .p(e). The
basic approximation we will use is to neglect the
phase dependent term in the phase equation
(4.14b). This procedure will be justified if the value
of 8 is not too large for then the phase dependent
term will not contribute, on the average, to the
phase .p(e). If we neglect also, for now, the linear
and nonlinear frequency shifts (c1 = Cz = 0), the







e= elnl (~r' Il(O)Nl- l
Cl = (:J (~~) nld3 yl l(O)
C2 = nl (~y dlll(O)
F
nt
-l,o(X) = [(1- N i )x].(l-Nt)-l
and the three parameters
so that Table I has two redundant entries. Because
of this symmetry and the fact that a given F
describes both a sum and a difference resonance
only three different functions (and their inverses)
are needed to describe all nonlinear coupling
resonances up through third order (I ni I + Inzl
-1 ~ 3).
Let us examine the sum resonance near y =
nZ/nl. At this point the normalization for D given
by (4.10a) appears unsuitable because of the zero
denominator. It can be shown that writing the
solution (4.17) in terms of 11 by using (4.10a) and
(4.13) we get an expression which, in the limit
y~ nz/n1, satisfies the equation of motion (4.14).
Thus the solution 11(e), redefined at y = nZ/ni is
continuous in y at that point. This means that the
solution provides a good description of a sum
resonance near y = nZ/nl.
Now look at the one dimensional resonances.
We will set nz = 0 and consider the resonance
nl Vi - k = O. It can be seen that with the generating
function
are different. The function F(D)
dimensional case is given simply by




and its inverse is
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FIG. 2. Configuration diagram for nl ~ 3, n2 ~ 3










Let us look at the sum resonances. As shown in
Fig. 1, possible motion in the 11,12 plane occurs,
along lines of slope n2/nl. The ratio 12/11 is either
always greater or always smaller than the quantity
n2/nl' leading to a separation of the <configuration
diagram into two regions for the sum resonance.
It follows that for motion in the 12/11 < n2/nl
region, only the value of n2 is important and for
12//1 > n2/nl, only nl determines the qualitative
behavior. Thus, for example, the (2,1) and (2,2)
resonances behave similarly for those cases in
which 12 is large compared to 11• We therefore
need to discuss only a single region, say D < O.
To aid in interpreting the configuration dia-
grams, lines of constant D and a/a in the /1,12
plane are plotted in Fig. 3 for the sum resonance
I)
FIG. 3. Lines of constant D and "Bfa in the II, 12
plane.
Izr----r...,--.-.-----,----~---
case. Since the normalized perturbation parameter
a, defined by (4.13) or (4.22), depends on the initial
amplitudes, we can make la/a I as small as desired
for any set of parameters by making the initial
amplitudes small enough. Thus near the origin of
the Ib I2 projection of the a1 ,a2,I1,I2 phase space
we always have bounded orbits. Oscillations of
small enough initial amplitudes will not grow
indefinitely. But for /2 ~ n2/nl (the region D < 0),
the phase ljJ((}) is severely distorted from the simple
expression (5.1) for small values of 11 for the case





frequencies above must be in the form
nl V1 +n2v2 -k = GAR(G(}) (5.2)
for some function AR •
5.2. Solutions for Four Cases
5.2a. Static resonance. If all parameters are inde-
pendent of () then the Hamiltonian (4.11) will not
explicitly contain () and therefore will be a first
integral or invariant
Using this fact, we can solve (4.11) for cost/! and
plot cost/! as a function of D in the manner of
Sturrock's configuration diagrams15 in order to
obtain qualitative information on the behavior of
the system in this case
H-aD-c2 D2/2
cosifJ =. eDN1 (1- D)N2 ·
The denominator in this expression is always real
and we can assume the phase of ais such that this
denominator is positive. We can also take a to be
positive without any loss of generality.
The case of resonances with Inl I > 2, In21 > 2
with C2 = 0 is shown in Fig. 2. The physically
allowed region is within the strip - 1 ~ cosljJ ~ 1.
From this diagram we also see how unbounded
motion can occur for sum resonances for large
enough initial amplitudes.
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(1, ±2) resonance for which the equations of motion
with C2 = 0, are
For a given value of a/a, small enough values of D
will cause the phase dependent term in (5.5b) to
be comparable in magnitude to ex. Depending on
the initial phase, the two terms in the phase
equation then either add to produce a rapidly
changing phase or they subtract to produce a
nearly constant value of cost/!(e) ~ 1. Thus for
small amplitudes in the D < 0 region, the phase
behavior depends strongly on the initial conditions
but the amplitude variation is roughly the same.
Similar remarks apply for n2 = 1 in the D > 1
region. Such motion behavior is demonstrated in
Fig. 4 where the D < 0 region of the configuration
diagram is shown for ni = 1 with la/ex I < 1/2.
We see that the size of the amplitude variation
depends on the ratio a/a while the frequency of
the beats is simply the detuning a. Because of the
requirement (5.2) and the fact that C1 is propor-
tional to 8, we must have that the detuning is
proportional to 8. Hence, unless a is zero, we have
value of C2 small compared to a will have no
qualitative effect on the motion for the reason
that D is limited to the ran'ge 0 < D < 1.
Let us now look at the quantitative behavior of
static resonances. Excluding the nonlinear fre-
quency shift, C2 = 0, the basic approximation for
the phase function (5.1) yields the following
approximate solution






dD = eD1/2 (1 - D) sintjJde






FIG. 4. Configuration diagram for nl = 1 in the
D < 0 region (sum resonance).
Let us conclude these qualitative remarks by
considering the effect of the nonlinear frequency
shift, i.e. C2 # O. By (5.4) we see that the trajectories
will go as cost/! ~ D1/2 for large D for In1 I + In21
= 3; thus all orbits are bounded. If In1 I+ In2 I = 4
then cost/! ~ ± Ic2/2al which means all orbits are
bounded if this limiting value is greater than unity.
For In1 I + In2 1 > 4 we have cosljl ~ 0 for large D
so the C2 term has little effect on large amplitude
motion. For such high order resonances, however,
higher order frequency shifts may modify these
results. We note that for difference resonances, a
Thus the range 0~ la/ex I ;5 1, which is the largest
interyal over which the simple approximation (5.6)
could be valid, leads to amplitude variations in the
range 0::;; ~D/D ;5 1. Using Table I, the approxi-




D1/ 2(O) + 1 8
dee) = D 1/ 2(O)-1 exp-~[cos(rxe+tjJ(O))-costjJ(O)].
(5.8b)
This function is' plotted in Fig. 5 for nco) = 0.5
and t/!(O) = 0 for various values of the param1eter
a/ex which characterizes this static resonance situa-
tion. Here we are dealing with the difference
resonance region as 0 < D < 1 and a is real. The
independent variable in Fig. 5 is taken to be Ix8/n
rather than e so that the period of the beats is
fixed to be 2. In these graphs, the exact solutions
to Eqs. (5.5), obtained by numerical integration,
are also shown for comparison. We see that the
error is significant for large beat amplitudes but
that useful results are still possible with this simple
approximation. By the form of the solution (5.6)
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(5.10)
(5.12)
(5.11)cos(1l0 + tjJ(O)) = ± 1.
This just replaces the c2 D term in the phase
equation by a constant effective value. The maxi-
mum and minimum values of the amplitude that
are required can be obtained from (5.6) by setting
the argument of F- 1 equal to its maximum and
minimum values, i.e. by setting
frequency shift, the following substitution applied
to (5.6) yields good results.
dp-1( )
___x = (F- 1)Nl (1_p-1)N2
dx
so writing D = P- 1(x) we see that (5.12) is nonzero
for all D in the three regions (- 00,0) (0,1), and
(1,00). It was found that the substitution (5.10)
yielded good results for our example, with negli-
gible error even for large frequency shifts (C2 ~ 31l).
In conclusion we have seen that a linearly
increasing phase function is a good approximation
for the static resonance case in the region for which
the beats in the amplitude are not too large. We
must apply a correction to the beat frequency II
to ensure good results; this correction is easy to
obtain for the nonlinear frequency shift term but
not for the phase dependent term.
This follows from the fact that the function p-1
has no critical points in the regions of interest.
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we see that an increase in the beat frequency II
will lead to a decrease in the beat amplitude. Thus
in the examples in Fig. 5, since the beat frequency
was underestimated, the beat amplitudes were
overestimated. The nature of the problem is such
that simply by correcting the beat frequency ll,
we improve the approximation. The exact solution
for the phase is
FIG. 5. Amplitude D as a function of (lOin for the
static (1, -2) resonance with D(O) = 0.5, f/I(O) = 0,
and no nonlinear frequency shift. Curve A is exact
and curve B is the approximation.
tjJ(f)) = fif) +h(fif)) + tjJ(O) - h(O) (5.9)
where fi is the true beat frequency and h is a
periodic function with zero mean. The correction
All = fi -ll is simply the average of the phase
dependent term in the phase equation. For this
static resonance case, however, such an average is
difficult to estimate.
It is clear that the approximation (5.6) is not
accurate whenever the phase dependent term in
the phase equation is comparable to ll. In the case
of an n1 = 1 or n2 = 1 resonance, particular
difficulty may occur whenever D is near 0 or 1,
respectively. For all other resonances, the require-
ment is that /eill/ be small, preferably much
smaller than unity.
In order to calculate the effect of the nonlinear
5.2b. Fixed distance from resonance line. Let us
consider the situation in which the betatron
frequencies vary with () in such a manner that
(5.13)
The operating point (V1,V2) thus moves along a
line parallel to the resonance line, as shown by
curve A in Fig. 6. With C1 = 0 (or, alternatively,
with betatron frequencies satisfying l/., = const.
rather than (5.13)) the basic approximation yields
the same phase function as for the static case.
But because of the dependence of e' on the fre-
quencies, and therefore on f), the expression (5.6)
for D(f)) is no longer valid unless we make the
additional assumption that the betatron frequencies
vary at a rate small compared to the beat frequency
P.A. A3
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FIG. 6. Movement of operating point (Vb V2) in
relation to resonance line is shown for four cases.
ct. With this assumption, we see that the amplitude
D depends on eas
(5.17)
With Cl = C2 = 0, the basic approximation yields
Only positive values of p need be considered for
p -+ - p corresponds to t/J ~ t/J + rc and f) -+ - f).
Such a phase function yields the solution
D(f)) = F- 1(a(rc/2p)1 /2 [cos t/J(O) S((2P/rc)1 /2f))
+ sin t/J(O) C((2P/n)1 /2f))] +F(D(O»)). (5.18)
The functions Sand C are the Fresnel integrals
defined by16
Sex) =fXdt sin "!.t2, C(x) =fxdt cos ~t2. (5.19)
o 2 0 2
We see that the size of the variation in amplitude
depends. on the combination of parameters a/p1/2.
Comparing (5.17) with (5.2) we see that p must be
proportional to e2 so that(5.14)
By (4.13) or (4.22) we see that by increasing the
betatron frequencies, the parameter 8 is decreased.
For a constant a this means the beating amplitude
decreases as the frequencies are increased. This
effect may be described by writing down the
approximate first integral for the t/J,D system
corresponding to the basic approximation for this
case (which includes the static)
Let us look at the properties of the approximate
solution (5.18). It is easy to see that extrema of
D(e) occur whenever we have
F(D) + (a/a) cos t/J = const. (5.15)
a/p1 /2 = 0(1).
t/J(O) +pe2 = nrc, n = integer.
By using the property of Fresnel integrals





This nonlinear effect produced by an adiabatic
change in the frequencies is in addition to the
linear effect in which the amplitude Ai = (2I1/V 1)1 / 2
will vary in ebecause of the variation of Vi.
A practical situation may arise in which the
operating point moves parallel to the resonance
line for a distance which may be large compared
to the distance to the resonance line but in which
the total relative changes in the frequencies are
small. For this case, we have shown therefore, that
the system behaves as in the static case.
5.2c. Passage through resonance. We would like to
study the important situation in which the operating
point crosses a resonance line, as shown by curve
B of Fig. 6. We will use the following model in
which p characterizes the rate at which the system
is brought through resonance (exact resonance
occurs at e= 0)
where we consider the range 0 ~ t/J (0) ~ 2rc. For
such initial phases, the extrema of D(e) closest to
the exact resonance point of e= 0 are located at
we can obtain the limiting values of the amplitude
far away from resonance, D( ±00). Then we see
that the maximum and minimum final amplitudes
occur for initial phases satisfying
At these values of f), the absolute maximum and
minimum values of D as a function of () are
obtained. Expression (5.24) is a good measure of
the resonance region; since p is proportional to
e2 , the length of the resonance region is 0(e- 1).
When (5.18) is maximized and minimized over
both eand t/J(O) ~e see (this can be done numeri-
cally) that the initial phases must be 0.27rc and
(5.23)
(5.24)_ (~)1/2e- ± 4P ·
t/J(O) = rc/4, 5n/4
(5.16)nl V1(e) +n2v2(e) - k = pe.
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FIG. 7. Approximate solutions D as a function of
(2fi/n)1/2{) for passage through resonance case are
shown for two phases. The error in the If/(O) = n/4
case is negligible. For If/(O) = 5n/4 the exact
solution, with a larger final amplitude than the
approximation, is also shown.
where
where
1.27n rather than those given by (5.23). Accor-
dingly, these extrema occur at the points e=
±(0.73n/ f3)1/2 rather than those given by (5.24).
Since a function is slowly varying near its extrema
we can disregard the distinction for practical
purposes and say that the maximum (minimum)
amplitude results for the same initial phase (5.23)
that maximizes (minimizes) the final amplitudes
D(± (0).
Now let us again choose the (1, ±2) resonance
as an example. The approximate solution is
D(e) = [(1 +d(e))j(l- d(e))] 2
D1 / 2(0) + 1
d(O) = D1/ 2(O)-1
{ (
.n )1/2[ ((2/3)1/2 )
x exp e 2P cosljJ(O)S -; 0
+ sin ljJ (O)C(C:Y/20) ]}. (5.25)
In Fig. 7 this solution is plotted for D(O) = 0.5 and
e/ f31 /2 = 1 for the two initial phases that lead to
the maximum and minimum final amplitudes. The
independent variable for these graphs is (2/3/n) 1/2e.
The exact solution is also plotted for comparison
for the tjJ(O) = 5n/4 case; the error for the tjJ(O) =
n/4 case is negligible. Although not shown here,
it was found that the maximum error occurs for
phases near tjJeO) = 3n/4 at which point the varia-
tion in the amplitude is near zero.
The error in the approximate solution intro-
duced by neglecting the phase dependent term in
the phase equation may be examined by replacing
this term by an equivalent constant c
(5.26) (5.28)
Both of the Fresnel integrals can be approximated
by
in the resonance region (the slope is chosen by
taking derivatives of Sand C at points midway
between the origin and the first extremum). With
this choice, we see that an approximate value of
the constant c of Eq. (5.26) is
c=e(~~)) [cos tjJ(O)-sin tjJ(0)]/21/ 2 • (5.30)
D(O)
To evaluate c we must average the phase dependent
term in (4. 14b). Fixing D(e) to its value at re-
sonance and using the basic approximation (5.17)
for the phase and integrating the subsequent phase
equation yields
tjJ = tjJ(O) + /3e 2 +e(¥(D)) (.~)1/2
dD D(O) 2[3
x {COSljJ(O)C(e:Y/2 O)-SinljJ(O)s(C:Y/2 o)}
(5.27)
Sex) = C(x) = x/21/ 2 (5.29)
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D( - (0) rather than D(O). Using (5.22) we obtain
After the system has passed through resonance the
final amplitude will be





D(oo) = p-l{{;{3Y/lco{(O)~ -i;)
+sin(~(O) - :;)]+F(D(- OO))}-
We see that the correction c has only the effect of
shifting the phase. Thus the phase dependent term
can be neglected to a good approximation if only
the maximum and minimum values of Dare
sought. This is often the case in practical problems
involving a uniform distribution of particles with
different phases. It does not really matter which
particle has which phase. And since the nonlinear
frequency shift term in the phase equation can be
approximated by the constant value clD(O), we see
that this correction also has only the effect of
shifting the phase. Therefore, in a practical sense,
+F(D(-OO))}
We note that in the most important cases ljJ (0) =
n/4 and 5n/4 the correction constant (5.30) is zero.
Let us check the validity of this prediction by
obtaining, for these phases, the maximum and
minimum values of D(e) as functions of the para-
meter B//31/2. These are plotted in Fig. 8 for the
(1, - 2) resonance along with the exact values for
three initial amplitudes~ We see that the error is
indeed small except for those cases in which D is
near zero (the same would be true for D near
unity in the case of an nl = 1 resonance). Note
that the error here is much smaller than that
found for the static resonance case for equivalent
variations in the amplitude
Since in a practical problem the situation is that
a system, initially far away from resonance, is
brought through a resonance, we would like to
write the (corrected) solution (5.31) in terms of
x [cos( ~(O)- :;)(s((~Y/2(O+ 2~))
(
C (2/3)1 /2)) ( c2)( ((2/3)1 /2
-s 2{3 -; .. +sin ~(O)-4{3 C ~
x(o+2~))- C(2~C:J/2)) ]+F(D(O))}- (5.31)
{ ( n)1/2D(O) = p-l 8 2{3
With a phase equation of the form (5.26), the
















FIG. 8. The maximum and minimum amplitudes D resulting from crossing the resonance line as a function of i/p.l/2
The discrete points marked are the exact solutions.
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the results for the passage through resonance case
are independent of both the phase dependent and
the nonlinear frequency shift terms in the phase
equation.
Equation (5.32) is really the same as (5.31) as
far as D as a function of s//31/2 is concerned.
Therefore, the D(O) values in Fig. 7 can be inter-
preted as D( - 00) values and the results presented
are the maximum and minimum amplitudes as a
function of s//31/2 for the given values of the initial
amplitude, far away from resonance. Since the sum
of the Fresnel integrals is maximized as
max
min (S(X) + C(X)) = S(±(3/2)1/2) + S( ± (3/2)1/2)
X
= ±(1 +0.17)/2 (5.34)
the maximum values to which the amplitude can
rise is 17 per cent above its final value, provided
the total change is not too large. Figure 9 illustrates
the amplitude behavior for two particles with the
same amplitude (D = 0.5) before crossing the
resonance but with phases of VJ (0) = n/4 and
VJ (0) = 5n/4.
5.ld. Passage by resonance line. In this final
example we will consider the situation in which the
operating point, initially far away from the re-
sonance line, passes close by the line and finally
ends up again far away from the resonance line.
This situation is shown in Fig. 6 for two cases:
Curve C' crosses the resonance line and curve C
does not. We use the following two parameter
model
nl V1(0) +n2v2(0}-k = /31 02 + /30. (5.35)
Neglecting the frequency shifts C1 = C2 = 0, the
basic approximation yields
1/1(0) = /31 03 + /300+1/J(0) (5.36)
and the solution D(O), in terms of D( - 00), is
D(B) = F- 1{ Bf~ooSin[P1t3+Pot+l/J(O)Jdt
+F(D( - OO))}- (5.37)
The integral appearing above is not a well known
function except in the limit 0~ 00. Therefore let
us look at the final amplitude D(00)
D(00) = F- 1{2np1P2 sin VJ(O) Ai(P2) + F(D( - 00))}
(5.38)
which is expressed in terms of the Airy function17
Ai defined by
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FIG. 9. Amplitude D as a function of (2p/n)l/Z9 for two phases with the same amplitude before resonance is crossed.
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(5.40)
The form of the solution (5.38) is such that there
are two characteristic parameters, which are
e Po
Pi = /30' P2 = (3/31)1/3'
By the condition (5.2) we know that /30 '" 8 and
/31 '" 83 so that both Pi and P2 are 0(1).
'The Airy function Ai(x) is oscillatory for negative
x with an amplitude that decreases as (_X)-1/4
for large negative x. For positive x, Ai(x) mono-
tonically decreases with increasing x at a rate
which, for large x, is faster than any power of
1/x. From these properties of Ai(x) we may draw
the following conclusions:
(a) For P1P2 > 0, the resonance line is not crossed
(curve C in Fig. 6). In this case, for either P2 ~ 00
(slow passage) or P2 ~ 0 (fast passage), the final
change in the amplitude D tends to zero. The
maximum effect is found to occur at P2 ~ 0.9. In
any case, the size of the effect is determined also
by Pi =e/po. Since /30 is the minimum detuning, this
dependence on the parameter Pi is similar to that
found in the static case. This effect is important
for the slow passage (near static) situation in which
the amplitude near resonance will beat with an
amplitude depending on Pi' although the final
change in the amplitude will be small.
(b) For P1P2 < 0 the resonance line will be crossed
twice (curve C'). For slow passage, the amplitude
will be severely affected for any value of Pi since
P2Ai(P2) can get large for large negative P2. For
fast passage, the effect on the amplitude again
tends to zero. We note, however, that if P2 is a
zero of Ai, i.e. if the rate of passage is just right,
then the final change is zero. Thus crossing the
resonance the second time will undo, in effect, the
consequences of having crossed the first time; this
effect is independent of the phase if/(O).
5.3. Particle Losses Due to Resonances
We consider a collection of particles with
various initial conditions. A uniform distribution
of amplitudes Ii and 12 up to maximum values
11m and 12m, respectively will be assum~d. We will
calculate the fraction of particles lost by striking
the vacuum chamber walls because of nonlinear
resonances. Since various initial conditions are
involved, the variables Ii and 12 will be used
although the solution will still be expressed in
terms of the now-known form of D = D(e).
5.3a. Resonance effects. We will calculate curves
H and V in Fig. 10 which have the property that




FIG. 10. The nonlinear resonance will cause the particles in the shaded areas to be lost to the walls.
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we obtain, for small changes,
where ao and bo are the horizontal and vertical
semiapertures, respectively. If we assume a uniform
distribution in horizontal phase space we obtain
the following distribution in Ar
(5.48)Pm = 2/a,
where, as usual, a is the detuning nl Vl - niv2 - k.
Let us calculate an example. In a proposed muon
g - 2 experiment18 a muon sample will be stored
in a weak focussing superconducting storage ring
operating near the (1, - 2,0) resonance. Since only
very small losses can be tolerated by this experi-
ment, the method presented above is particularly
applicable. For the (1, -2,0) resonance, the relevant
terms in the perturbation Hamiltonian are19
1( r 02B z ) ( 2 X 1 3 )8H =2 B8r2 0 X1X2 -3
+~(!.83~z) (3X/X/-~~.) (5.49)
12 B or3 0 2
which in G, I variables become, after averaging,
H(a,I) = ~ (.!. 82~) (211)1/2 ( 21}) cost/!
8 B or 0 Vl V2
+~(!- 83~z) {(2I1 ) (2I2)_~(2Il)2}. (5.50)
16 B or 0 Vi V2 4 Vl
Thus the parameters by which the perturbation is
described in these variables are
81 = _ ~(!- ,02Bz )
8 B or2 0
d1 =:4(i 8;~z)
d2 = 0 (5.51)
3 -U ~ 03B z)
d -16\B 8r3 o'
Neglecting the frequency shift terms, the losses for
the static (1, - 2,0) resonance in terms of the error
field are given by
(!.- 82B..!'I I
L =~ B 8r2 }o I(ao + b0 2 ). (5.52)
16 rJ., V2 aOv l
Integrating (5.44) over this distribution yields the
total losses.
L = 3/21 ~lnl 1ao,n11 -2 boln21-2
[
In11 b0 2 In2 1 G0 2]
x In1 1+1 ~+ln11+3 ~ Pm· (5.47)






N(Ar) r'-I (1-1 Ar/ao1)2.
Ii = 11(0) +All
12 = 12(0) +(n2/nl)Al1·
The losses are dependent on Ar, the displacement
of the equilibrium orbit from the center of the
storage region. The maximum horizontal and
vertical amplitudes are given by
lim = v l(ao -IArI)2/2
L(Ar) = \8~1 \ (:JNl(~rz[lmNl-1 [2mNz-I
X [I nl I12m+ In21 11m] Pm. (5.44)
To obtain the actual losses, the quantity Pm must
be divided by two because of the uniform distri-
bution of the particle phases. Now setting 11(0) =
lim gives curve Hand 12(0)= 12m gives curve V.
Calculating the shaded area in Fig. 9 assuming the
approximation that the amplitude change is small
compared to both amplitudes and dividing by the
total area I1m12m gives an approximate expression
for the relative losses.
By using the solution (4.17) to calculate the change
in the amplitude 11 in terms of the quantity
Pm =maxJ9 sin IjJ(O')dO' (5.42)
6,t/f(O) 0
curves and the boundaries 11 = 11m and /2 = 12m
are lost to the horizontal and vertical aperture
walls. A point p' = (11(0), 12(0)) on one of the
curves H or V will move, under the influence of a
(nl,n2,k) resonant perturbation, along a straight
line with slope n2 /n l , to a point on the boundary
P = (11,12). The set of all points P' that just reach
the boundary give us curves Hand V. Point P'
is given in terms of P by
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6. DISCUSSION
In the proposed experiment, the error fields are
not expected to exceed ±10 parts per million on
average over azimuth. Therefore as an estimate we
can take
combination nlvl-nZvz-k will appear whenever
the nl Vi +nzVz - k = 0 resonance is examined.
Practically, the problem is overshadowed by the
fact that other resonances closer to nl Vi +nzVz - k
= 0 are more important for typical physical
systems. The nonapplicability of superposition in
the nonlinear problem does not allow examination
of each resonance separately. Furthermore, al-
though a perturbation Hamiltonian which gives
rise to only one resonance can be written, it will
not satisfy the differentiability requirement. The
perturbation method does allow us to study two
or more resonances at a time but the resulting
equations will be difficult to solve. For this reason
only single resonances were studied in the practical
calculations.
In studying the first order single resonance
effects the detuning or resonant combination of
frequencies n1 Vi +nzVz - k was used to classify the
various cases by the form of its dependence on
ee. Because only one resonance was present, it was
possible to reduce the fourth order system a1,aZ ;
/l'/Z to one of second order for ljI,D involving but
three parameters: effective perturbation strength
8, detuning (J., and nonlinear frequency shift Cz.
The parameter 8 depends only on the absolute
values of nl and nz so that the results are valid for
both difference and sum resonances (corresponding
to different regions of 8 and D). In working out a
particular case (static, passage through resonance,
etc.) it was found that the solution depends on a
certain combination of parameters which is 0(1).
For example, in the case involving passage through
resonance, it was found that the size of the ampli-
tude change depends on the normalized perturba-
tion strength divided by the square root of the
rate of change of the detuning. Solving the approxi-
mate equations required the use of an approxima-
tion in addition to that implicit in perturbation
theory. This causes some difficulty in the static
resonance case but not in the important case of
passage through resonance.
Since only very small particle losses can be
tolerated in a storage ring, the problem of deter-
mining losses due to resonances is a particularly
good application of these methods. It was possible
to produce a formula that gives the losses' for any





We have seen how a nearly linear, nearly
periodic system in two dimensions can be treated
to all orders by the Krylov-Bogoliubov averaging
method. In order that slowly varying parameters
be studied near resonance it was found that the
resonant combination of frequencies be of a
certain form (3.24). If we study the higher order
(N) 1) approximations, then no combination of
the basic frequencies should be 0(1) whenever ee
is fixed unless this combination is independent of
ee also. In general (i.e. for a general Hamiltonian
function), we will indeed have such terms which
we are unable to handle. The trouble is that the
Using (4.22) with an estimate similar to (5.53) for
the cubic error term we see that this effect is at
most several per cent for particles with the maxi-
mum amplitudes. Thus losses due to resonances
will not be significantly affected by frequency shift
effects. And by the remarks made previously,
frequency shifts are even less important in non-
static situations.
Taking the values r = 120 em, ao = 1.5 em, bo =
2.0 em, and a field index value of n = -(r/Bz)
(8Bz /8r)o = 0:18, which determines Vi and Vz by
Vi = (l_n)l/Z and Vz = n1/Z we obtain losses of
L = 2.3 per cent, a tolerable figure for the experi-
ment.
For the static case, the frequency shift terms may
be important. Their effect is effectively to shift the
detuning by different amounts for different par-
ticles. We see by (5.52) that, for small changes, the
relative change in the losses is equal to the relative
change in the detuning so that we have the follow-
ing estimate
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The new Hamiltonian is given by
H ~ [flH + OS] (A.4)
ao X,P
where the right hand side must be expressed in
terms of the new variables X,P by means of the
transformation equations (A.3). Note that if /l =1= 1
then the fundamental Poisson brackets are not




flPi = ax!' Xi = oP'
as as
/lXi = - a-' Pi = -ax.'
1]J i ~
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Canonical Transformations
A canonical transformation from a set of
variables x,p to a new set X,P is a transformation
that preserves the form of Hamilton's equations
where z are any of the old variables x, p and Z
are any of the new variables X,P with the restric-
tion that S does not depend simultaneously on a
canonically conjugate pair of variables, for example
both Xl and Pl' Thus S is at most a function of
2n+ 1 variables. Now if the desired Jacobian of
the transformation is denoted by jln, a canonical
transformation will be obtained by the following
set of transformation equations (for each degree
of freedom i choose the proper two of the four
below depending on the arguments of S)
Such transformations have constant Jacobians; a
more restrictive, and usual, definition of canonical
transformation is one with unity Jacobian. A
canonical transformation may be obtained from
a generating function
P.A. A.4
